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Charles Silberman wrote a book in 1970 in which he described the oeneral atmosphere
of America's classrooms as "grim, joyless" places, governed by "oppressive and Petty"
rules, in an atmosphere that was "intellectually sterile and. esthetically barren".
He was indignant because he saw children subjected to multilation-".Multilation of
spontaneity, of joy and learning, of pleasure in creating, of sense of self." If
he thought that instruction in the classroom was that bad, he should see the -

instruction we give ourselves. Nowhere in American education is instruction so
poorly done as when we design it for ourselves. As a consequence most educators
think of "inservice" as "a waste of time, unrelatedto my work; which hopefully:
will be enterttining." Small wonder that teachers resist or resent inservice
training and seek every opportunity to play truant.

Nevertheless inservice is big business even if poorly run. The Educational
Research Service recently reported that inservice training costs a total of $8
billion a year. Some portions of that expenditure go unnoticed because they are
in forms not ususally considered inservice. For example, the best attended, most
supported,post costly in time and money, least effective inservice efforts'in
the world are the Masters- decree programs for teachers and other educational
specialists. They probably are well supported because they Are not thought of
as "inservice." They probably are as ineffective as they are for the same reason.

We have too often placed inservice in the hands of the very people whose original
teaching created or at least perpetuated problems in the first place. It strikes
me.funny that it is considered unethical for a teacher to take pay,for tutoring
one of his students, but no one ever questions i-professor charaing to be a con- .trz

4.1sultant for his former students. But reaardless how bad it is, inservice education
c,Dmay be expected to continue as a major function in the American school system.,
ut Indeed, colleges and universities are turning to inservice efforts in an attempt
.4.-1 to bolster a market that'has'sagged because of decline in preservice enrollments.
Q They may find a ready market, because the people in the field, faced every day
A with weaknesses in the system, are avidly even desperately seeking solutions to

the problems they face. The combination of poor results and Public pressures
assures that inservice will be bip business because it is necessa.ry for restruc-
turinn and rejuvenating an educational system that lost much public confidence
during the 1960'.s and 70's.

-more-
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An illugtration of the'need, to which I will return later in'this talk, was stated
very well by a teacher participating in a practicumjn which ariothv professor and I
-have consciously. structured the physical facilities NO both professorial and student
roles to force each teacher to define a problem that is real, for her (they are all.
women). They are to ao on to_identify severe) solutions to the problem. Then they
are to select one that will be put into,aetion hefore the'guarter is over. All of
the teachers are engaged in masters-drpost-masters work. Qne who already has a
masters dearee and 8 yearl,telching experience evaluated the class at mid-term by
bluntly stating, 'IouSFe assuming that we know how to define-a problem, to identify
solutions, to select one and then to implement it. You are wrong. None of my
training-Or experience to this point hAs even hilted that I ought to know how to
do those things. This is the first class I have ever had that really,demands that
I do those things on my own."

So, I come this morning filled with the conviction that inservice development is the
greatest need of the American school system that needs many things. I am convinced
that the time a teacher snends in effective inservice activity is-more important for
the future of her pupils than the same amount of time spent with those pupils. Not
only in.our large city schools serving disadvantaged minorities, but throughout
the school system the time spent in personal and professional development for staff
members must be nreatly increased if American schools, are tomeet the demands of the
last fourth of the 20th century. Moreover, my comments will be as applicable to a
suburban school servinn caucasian children of professional parents as they a.re to
schools serving a minority ghetto.

A Sober Look At the Urban Schools Servinn minorities

The need for inservice is nowhere as visible as it is in the schools in which minority
students are served. Actually, the need does not become visible except in those schools
which have a channina school population. We have neglected to enable teachers to
understand minority relations both' in the schools which have traditionally served only
minority students and those school
desegregated school (whether deseg
processes)'the need,for inservice
evidences of conflict and by, lack
newly arrived child's lifestyle.
children who need teachina more cl
that the same deficiencies do not

neglected minority students may be
students of all other types, if th
upon the need for effective insery
butes that have been neglected thr

which never see minority students. But in the
enated through policies, court orders, or natural
raining is made immediately aonarent by visible
if congruity between the school's.traditions and the
iowhere is the educators' lAck of ability toteach
early visible. But lack cf visibility is not proof
exist in other schools. Once again, the needs of
the impetus that brings about improved education for
problems of desenrenatina focus attention ,

ce development of professional skills and attri-
ffiout the pre-service training Programs.

Let us take a sober look at the schrls that serve minority students.

Nearly po% of minority students in the United States are in schools attended mostly
by minority students. Most of those schools are in depressed and depressing neinhbor-
hoods--croWded, neglected and exnloited by every'form of economical leech our society
can produce: from pimps to noliticiAns, number runners to narcotics anents, ladies
of the night to landlords, runners to manufacturers, evangelists to employers, loan,
sharks to lawyers, thieves to teachers,,raptsts tooreal estate anents. It is a seeth-
ing, all-encompassing curriculum that teaches fear,,insecurity, lack of.confidence,
worthlessness, alienation, and despair. "Inner-city" is a euphemism fOr a place
where society has forced a bunch ofchildren to live where they..are associated day
in-an11 day out and at every institution &ith a densely packed population of people
who've been neglected and forgotten by society.



The inner-citysis a place where all of the depressing factors in Americary s et3,/

wind up,in one big mess. It's a place where none of the institutions bel a nd
where far too many of the people who serve the area feel jn their hearts that
"those people" aren't quite worth the effort anyway. Public servants feel that
the residents are there because the res ents want to be, not because they've
been forced there by extraneous circums ances. If it really is the inner-city
it's the bottom end of the totem pole. f it serves imminrant populations like
the Irish, the/Polish Jews, the Italians Ind so on -- .it's the beginning of
something. It takes two or three generations for them to escape, but they generally
do. However, if it serves an indigenous population -- that is Native Americans,
blacks, Applachian whites -- it tends to be the end and not theTeTgining. t

"Inner-city school" is a euphemism for a place where society forces kids to be in
a place that cannot achieve its stated objective$. the society that built the
institution is the society that forces the kids into it. The society, .or the system,

,

makes it 1 plate where it is very difficult for teachers to feel success and for
kids to have success. The slum school is a place where all the ideals of a society
come up for tests and fail. It's a place where,. if yo',1 have a heart, your see' human

misery perpetuated and the process causes you to lose the enthusiasm, the zeal and
the youthful idealism with which you came. You either leave it or turn into a
bitter bureaucrat who stoos relating to people as human beings and begins to classify

iil

them nto a few categories, most of which are neaative.

The ner-city school'is a place haunted by stereotypes. It is seen in an unreal
way by everybody, even by the People in it. The stereotypes are all exagnerated.: One
of the things that destroys the inner-city school's potential in the United States
is that the professionals tend to nerpetuate the stereotypes. Teachers and admin-
iStrators go back to their nice bridne club at night and tell "wan stories." They
tell about the kid who pulled a knife once several veers aao. They tell about being
Scared to death because a little girl in the back of the room called them a name.
War stories lend official'supnort to the nrejudicial stereotypes that the ignorant
listener holds. They also bolster the ego of the person who tells them.

The inner-city school is a place where educators work their hearts out and qo home day
after day, not seeing the real successes they have had because they are busy looking
for sOrie phony successes that people think they have in other schools but for which
they are not responsible. An inner-city school is a place to which the kid comes as
a respite from the other educational forces in his life. Kids in suburban areas go
into the schools already knowina".- But in the inner-city we deal with 'those kids who
have not already learned. The inner-city teacher§ have to count successes in some
other way even when they net success in the traditional ways it is easy not to see
them because of the expectations that the child ouaht to already be where he needs
to be taught to be.+..r
In short,'it is important that we recognize that the typical urban schools serying
minority students, whether they are black, Spanish speaking, newly arrived immigrants,
Appalachian whites or any, other group that is Poor -- are not schools in which more
than a handful of the suoerintendents (or the professors) in this 'Country would
voluntarily teach or administer for even a single month. Even if they formerly taught
in such schools., they would not now want to have to go "back'.!! They certainly
are not schools to which those educators will subject their own children.

Thus are are faced with the sobering reality that the inservice efforts we seek to'
install are designed to help people do that which we-would not d . That is a
source of great conflict between the school system that initiate inservice
programs and the school personnel who must participate in them. at is a major f.

cause for 'failure in the inservice effort.

-more- 4
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So That Can We Do

If those sobering observations have not been too staggering, let us move to some des-
criptions and prescriptions that mitiht produce an.effective staff development program.
I use the term staff develonment here to indicate that we must draw away from the
traditional semantic meanings attached to inservice. I also use the term to distin-
guish staff development as a nositixe, consciously directed, planned effort to counter-
act the teachings that are inherent in the everyday functioning of school districts;

Inservice education I would define as any activity or force that influences the adults
in a school building to affect their students' learning either by brinaing about
new behaviors or attitudes or by reinforcing already established behaviors or attitudes.
Thus inserviee, like all learning, may result in behavior that is positive or negative,
conscious or unconscious, planned or unplanned. Inservice education takes place every
day whether we will it 'so or no. The inner-city school has it's own'compellinn
curriculum that oresSes upon teachers and students alike. Overcoming and transforming
that curriculum is a major requirement for any staff devglooment program we create.

Our discussion this morning will focus upon two forms of staff development which are
inextricably related. The first, with which we shall deal only briefly, is the
formal instructional program mhich will take place in the form of classes, courses,
workshops, faculty meetings, and other traditional forms. The second, which we shall
give more attention, is the informal. climate of the school district. This division
we shall further divide into two parts. The first is the climate within, surrounding
and permeating the school building and community. The second is the climatein the
falool district i/hich shall be represented by the policies and prodedures that are,
visibly used everyday. These three divisions constitute the outline for the remainder
of the discussion.

But before we proceed with that, I must share with you my assumptions about what
education is all about, for any instructional activity has to derive from some goal
to which we attach value. I will tell you what my goals and values are so that you
may examine the subsequent discussion to see to what degree I am true to my goals.
Furthermore, you may, if your goals are different, take from the discussion only
that which will assist you in achieving what you wish.

It is my opinion that the predictable needs of the next 25 years make it imperative
that our schools produce mature adults, persons who can stand confidently, participate
fully and learn continually in their world. The responsible citizen-adult has the
independence, the freedom and the skills to approach the world as,a series of sur-
mountable problems over which he has some control. Fe has the ability to reconnize
and choose from a wide variety of alternatives and the strenath of character to
accept fully the consequences of the actions he takes. This nation cannot risk the
dangers of continuing to educate a silent, irresponsible, easily-duped majority.

,
.

The one sure thing' about the future is that it'be.+filled with changeS; hence, our students
mbst graduate with the ability to adapt to and toexert some influenCe over charAinel
conditions. The inevitable result of that requiremencrs that the nraduate will havg
to make a variety of choices, the precise nature of wh ch are unknown to his teachers.
The process of choice- making should be one of the most important outcooes of education.
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It is my belief that all students, and not just a select few, 'have the ability to-
develop those skills for more Productive citizenship. It is my further belief
that the public school is responsible for"developina them in all students regardless
their background, renardless their political clout, regardless their acceptability
to-polite society, regardless the difficulties of teaching them. It is my belief.that
those goals require instruction that enganes students in the types.of behavior toward
which we arestrivinn rather than just telling him about them. Pe must explore the
world of the school and of his community to iiesolve problems that are relevant to him.
Re must learn to collect information, explore alternatives, make choices, take action
and learn from consequences. 44

If that is true:then the stroniest curriculum we can supply is a staff of adults
who do the. things that'they are trying to teach their students. The staff must engage
in 'atilt behavior, must be problem-solvinn and must bear responsibility for their
choices and actions. .The staff is best developed to express those skills if it is
surrounded by a climate of policy and Practice that. reauires adult problem-solving
behaviors related to the daily life in the school. Practicing those behaviors is
its own inservice program which serves wo purposes simultaneously:

One, it is the process that most effecti ely helps teachers learn the skills and
knowledge for effective professional pro lem-solving:

Two, it effectively teaches students to ennaae in problem-solvina behaviors by
surrounding them with teachers who are engaged in problem-solvina. It is a Jiving
curriculum which focuses,upon what should be the major concerns of education in a
free nation-in the latter quarter of the 20th century.

The Formal Inservice Program

Though the impact offormal instruction is as ineffective in an inservice program.
as it is in most other settings, a proaram of formal instruction is an integral
part of inservice development. It should be designed to supplement the proarams
which we shall discuss as being part if the informal climate of the school. It
can do that instruction, in specific skills, attitudes, knowledges that will com-
pliment and rei-nforce the problem-solvina in which staff members are engaged in
their daily lives. The heart of any long -range plan must be to develop school
personnel to deal honestly and directly with the issues that confront them in their
daily work. They have not generally had any education in how to deal with the issues.
currently facing schools; therefore, they must fall back upon practices which have
little utility unless they are provided a program that makes it' possible for them
to learn and to engage in appropriate action. The school system, just like a
business enterprise that faces new marketing problems, must redevelop its personnel.

The schbol district minht establish an office of Assistant Superintendent in charge
of staff development, student'relations, and minority curriculum. Or, the school
district might assign these functions to appropriate and able assistant Superintendents
already on the staff. This office must he installed in the school district in
ways that give it more chance for success than the typical emasculated Human Relations
offices we've established in the past ten years. The Persons who fulfill the functions
should be chosen on the basis of having skills to develop effective inservice proarams
and 4 communicate well with teachers, students, community,members of all types. In
larger cities these functions would need to be assigned to thesub-district rather
than the central office because it is essential to have the programs And the services
closer to 'the schools.

;
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The functions of this office should be staffed sufficiently and supported financially
well enough to provide staff development services to all schools in the jurisdiction.
That staff should providecontinuing staff development to the schools most affected
by minority enrollments. In addition it should provide inter-grout) exneriences for

`schools that serve predominantly white middle-class Students, whose teachers also need
instruction in minority relations and in minority contributions to our Society. Staff
members in this office, supplemented by outside do sultants, could provide regularly J

scheduled courses for the teachers that could st ke directly at problems that are,
keenly felt byjeachers and administrators. e state education department and or/some
college could be induced to provide credit f such courses if that is felt to be an
inducement; thounh many teachers would tak the courses in order to solve some of their
everyday problems. The teachers association or union also might sponsor some of these
courses. The kinds of experiences that staff members in these cities indicate that they
need deal with such topics as:

1
d The effect of prejudice on one's Self and one's pupils
o Inter-grouo relations and conflict manaoement
o Classroom management (including not only dicipline but new organizatibnal

patterns)
o Soctal class influences upon learning and upon the schools in America \
° Black experience, culture and role in America
o Appalachian experience, culture and role in America
o Minority national. (lroups in'America
? Organizing schools to teach self-discipline
? Participatory management for schools
O Urban problems in our city
* Problem identification 8nd solution
* Group decision-making.

Obviously the staff development personnel need skills for working effectively with
adults and they might be of the type we hope,to find teaching college courses, but so
seldom do. Some might be recruited from the staff in the school district and others
may be found in other places. The staff in this office should have three types of
personnel: full-time,part-time, and consultant. Such personnel are now being trained
at Eugene, Oregon; Ann Arbor, Michigan; and at Bowling Green Ad Ohio Statelb Ohio
among. other places.

The personnel and human relations,office should heln school staffsdevelop power, to,
solve problems. They should provide serviced to the school faculties beyond the offer-
ing ofsregular courses. These personnel should be selected, educated, and organized
for servinn school staff. members by

1. Supplyinn human and material resources necessary for, better, liuMan
relations in the schbol.

2. Securing additional resourc es upon reguest,from school building
staffs. This ray be done partly by establishing agreements with other
community agencies.

3. Helping school staffs identify problemt. They should help people 'see
that something-needs to be done, but should not attempt to do it for them.

.
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4. Assisting local staffs in the community to develop skills/for solving
their problem. *.

'

.
-

/
.., Y.

1. Informing the total community abotft the problems anesuccesses in the
school.

6. Holding' nersonnel accountable for better human relations in the'school,
laraely by bringing to their attention the contribution that they make .

to particular human problems. '4

7. 'Continually developing skills and knowledge that will make the central
office a source of new and creative ideas and practices for promotinh
better relations among all parties in the school community.

8. ProVidina a sounding board for local staffs to test out their ideas and
proposals.

g. Protecting the rights of all persons in the schools by acting as ombudsmen
throughout the system.

The formal inservice Program, of course, is.most effective when it is inqxtricably linked
with daily activities. Wherever possible, it is advisable to have teachers and principals-
who are to engage in an activity narticipate in planning it themselves. The Columbus
Education Association Auman Rights Commission, for example, has organized its own set
of courses and has recruited university personnel to instruct.them. Needless to say,
attendance is high and participation is avid. The three courses they have initiated
this year were entitled "Dealing with Pressures Upon Teachers,". "Teachers as Chanae
Agents, and Teachers Roles in Desegreaated Schools." They are currently engaged in
writinii proposals to secure ftinding for some intensive retreats designedlto prepare
teachers to teach in integrated'school,situations.

Much more should he said about an effective formal instructional program. But since
time is limited and any formal instructional proaram will have extremely, little impact
unless it takes Place fp:a,total Ornanizational'atmosphere that supports the instruc-
tion, we might more wisely invest thii morning's attention inthe necessity for creating
a supportive clmate.

.

The Informal Cr4ervice Climate Within'6e 5chool.Staff development mustsfocus on matters that have-out level (not mind level) significance
fortheparticipagt: hate always assumed that teachers were interested in methods of
teaching subject-matter and that foCus,upoR such methods.was the best route to effectively
Improve edUcational proarans. Nothing could be furthe'rfrom.lhe truth. Teachers.generally
findfnstruction ih subjedt matter teaching rather boring; it engages their mind but not

'their commitment. Furtherpore.the nut level' problems' in which teachers enaane are much more
-intense and much more close to'hoMe'than the probleths of teaching subjects.

Too,many decitions have.bee6-taken from teachers over the past: iilf decade. 'There Is
nothing truly imnortAnt to them or 'important to their teachina'bbOUt which they have
to make decisions. It is all done for,them, The schedule Cell's theM when they will
teach; The curriculum and supervisors tell them what they will teach and Wht materials
they may use. The principal or, the guidance department*tells theM who they will ,teach.
There js really nothing important left; When individual problem's arise, they are senttd
some specialist the reading teacher, the.auidancecoUnselor,..the psychologist, the, .-,.,
social worker, the paraprofessional, the visiting teacherijm the Title 92 no.Se.blow'er..
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In large cities the situation is simd for the.pHncipal. Nearly asIT important
decisions:are made elsewhere, leaving very,few gut-level, gut-orabbing reasons for
getting-ihvolved in staff development programs. Each school building should become
a place4in which teachers, principal's, and all other staff members learn to identify
reat$ problpms--bdth short and long-term. All staff members are motivated by that
involvemeit to identify several alternative ways to solve those problems, are encour-
aged to select one of those ways, are enabled to nut their choice into effect, and
are permitted to learn from the conseouences without having their responsibility
eroded or usurped in a manner that prevents their facing up to another set .of problems.
Such a problem-solving climate is essential far the kind of communication, belongingness,
and commitment that is necessary for creating d truly educational school. Good schools
are, in'the words of, Silberman, "lest an apnroach or method than a set of shared
attitudes and convictions about the nature of childhood, learning, and schooling."
Sharing these attitudes and convictions can only take blace after many interactions in
which the staff tries to apply their philosophies to real live actions in the school
and do' so in a way that encourages-constructive disputation and learning from the
consequences of one's choices. 0

The school organization and administration;that takes away the teachers responsibility, to
make important decisions abbut the instructional nrocess denies the teachers not only
the opportunity to learn skills but deprives them of the personal self-esteem and self-
confidence that is essential for good learning and good decision-making, The U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights in the book Racial Isolation in the Public Schools pointed
out that the weakest link in compensatory education is "in the attempt to instill in a

child feelings of personal worth and,dignity in an environment in which he is surrounded
by visible evidence which seem to deny his value as a person." The report went further to
say that better services in a school will be effective "only in a setting which
supports the teacher's effort to help each child to understand that he is 2 valuable
person who can succeed." The Commission has stated the essential minimal condition for

1 learning which is that the learner must feel confident that he can exert some control
over the environment in which he finds himself. He must feel valuable, and needed.
Some call this essential inaredient "self-esteem." Such a condition is also essential
for teachers' learning. An effective staff development proaram must be founded on a

'climate which places confidence in and imposes rdsponSibility upon teachers as problem-
solvers. That, of. course, cannot happen so lona as teachers are imprisoned in their
isolated classroomS andkent from meaningful interaction with other adults.,

Many mist4kes'are made in the process of involving teachers in. decision-mak,ing. We
assume too readily that a faculty or staff is a orobltm-solvinn croup, when, in fact,
most school staffs area nroun of stranners who talk to one another only about insig-
nificant matters and interact with one another in shallow ways.. They are an agglo-
meration of strangers. A major purpose of any staff development program must beo
create the Condition§ which enable them, indeed forces them, to, Uecome a problem-
solVing group. .

A part of that tame error is the assumption that people, in a school..sharea Common
purpose or understand any common definition of what a statement of purpose means.
It is not a problem-solving statement, but a problem-blocking statement, when,someone-
16 daroup of educators rises to say, We are all here to serve the children." School
personnel often are in a school fo`i= many reasonsother.than serving the children and
very few school personnel share in,a common meaninn of what. actions are best serving
,the children. Any good staff, development pronram.must proVide an opportunity for
people share their meaninn, define their purposes, and debate them as they apply
to real life situations in order to hammer out a true sense of common purbose. The two
most common causes of ineffective behavior in an oroanization or a arouP are (1) Lack
of clarity about what the task is and (2) lack of oonaruence among expectations for
ghat particular.neople are supposed to do. The inservice development prograMmust

9
-more-
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. provide an opportunity for clarifying both of those for establfshing common bases
from which they will be acted upon.

Staff development in schools too often has focused upon isolated segments rather com-
plete decision units . Staff development is not for teachers alone. Staff development
i not for a group of principals called toaether alone. Rather, effective learning
and productive action takes place when the full range of Personnel in a school building
are engaged in mutual problem definition and problem-solving When their discussions
are unhampered by status differences.

1

We generally do not allow enough time nor do we create the conditions in which groups
can form and formulate problem-solving capabilities. I recently met with a group of
scholars and principals from around the country to work in a-two-day conference to

,4evelop recommendations for improving the principalship. It took that aroup well over
half a day to reach a point at which it could make a simple decision to break down
into smaller working groups. I was reminded of how frequently the principal will call
together a group of teachers and say "We only have 20 minutes but we have to (1.6yelop
this reading curriculum." It is an absurd gesture and is not true problem-solving.
The staff development program must permit sufficient time for groups to achieve problem-
solving capabilities.

. .

The final problem that we often see in staff development.js related.to'the Utilization,.
of leadership. We assumetoo readily that assigned officials are leaders in the
group. However,in most city school systems, the principal is a newer arrival than
most of the teachers, and he is looked unon as a transient who will be transferred a
few months or years from now to'another district. If we rely upon.assilned officials,
then, to carry out the functions of leaders, the group will be denied some very
important contributions. We must create opportunities for "natural" (or "emeraent")
leaders to function effectively and to call together the group contributions in a
manner that will be productive.

. -

The Informal Inservice Climateof the School District

The organization and operation of city school districts often works against most of
the goals and practices that are necessary for effective staf_development. City
schools histbrically were organized to assure maximum'contral to-leisure standardized
practices. Personnel' were selected into building prinFaTMps and central office
positions because.thev were loyal to centralized direction over curriculum, finance,
personnel, and procedures. Decision - making and problem-solving were functions of
higher authorities; thus., few people learned or pradticed"skills*that would make them
'decision-makers orproblemsolvers.

$0', the standard operating policies and procedures of the- district are a'hidden
curriculum that teaches teachers and administrators to be obedient, to deny problems,
to push decisions upstairs, to play it safe. And that standard operating curriculum works
against the welfare of culturally-different students;

teachers", like any other, learners, learn from the world around them. They learn most
from the people who are imnortant to them. The, teacher who serves minority students is
surrounded by a world that justifies actions that harm minority Students. The teadher
is surrounded by colleagues, bosses, officials, citizens, institutions and policies
that hide, ignore, or are blind to actions that detract from the minority student's
education and deny him his future. Many of important others even punish conscien-
tious attempts to assure the student a proper education. This web of standard, accep-
table practices and expectations is the hidden inservice program that can defeat all
organized inservice efforts to improve education for minority students.

, to
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NO other inservice program can do saimpch for so little cost to improVe teachers'
productivity with their students than Creating a climate of policies, procedures,
and expectations that unequivocablY support teachers wh e actions demonstrate faith
and respect _for4 their students and unyieldingly prohibit prejudicial, patronizing,-
humiliating, unfair or miseducational treatment.

In case there is Any doubt, let me say succinctly that the standard operating policies
and practiCes in most '(but not all) sch6o1 districts teach personnel to'do harmful
(things to students (particularly minority students) and supports them -n doing so.

Let me give just a examoles. They came -from particular situations but you can
find them in y sch.00l system;
. \

(1) Girls in Galoshes

(2) Educator of the Year
.

[Tell stories from files]
(3) Notionally disturbed

(4) Madison was a good school to integrate

The major role of the suoerintendent must be to chanae the policies and procedures that
support personnel in actions such as those. He can do this by clarifying expectations.
and by establishing explicit procedures which guarantee that clients will get fair and
ethicartreatment. We should not underestimate the power of the superintendent's and
board's expectations because subordinate personnel are highly trained to please .

authorities.

But we s'ifou'ld not rely entirely upon expectations personnel a.re well
equipped to nrotect their habits. Many an excellent educational leader has had his
educational visions destroyed by the people uoon whom he had to depend to carry them-
out. .I've teen good educators'rendered helnless by the elementary principals, by
,their own assistant superintendents,'or by the P. T. A. in conjunction with key high
school principals. '

O

So, the change of climate depends as much on a chance .of processes and organiiation.as
upon expectations. The key is to install practices that push decisions back dAn in .

the school system until they are being made closer to the problems and until personnel
who make the decisions will learn from the consequences.

There isn't time to treat that very unusual practice in detail. Since it noes aaainst the
common practices that have slowly and imperceptible taken away responsibility from teachers,
principals, and second- and third-level personnel in the central office, it is tougher to
do than it sounds. But there are 'some school districts that areat various staves of
doing it, and,ye might learn froM them. Some that are trying to bring about more
responsible problem-Solving at the school building level are:

1

. 4

5

2

3

(6

Lansing, Michigan
Nashville, Tennessee (on the way)

-

Broward County, Florida
Newton, Massachusetts
Berkeley, California
Eugene, Oregon

-more-
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The general quidelines'are clear. They arelemboded in these seven general principles:

-(1) Everyday practices should cause d supfort instructional problem-

/ solVing in the local school bri ding.and its community.

(2) Everyday practices should require teachers46 make the decisions
about what will enhance learning among the pupils for whom he and

.his colleagues are responsible.
P.

73) Everyday practices should secure a nd develop leadership at all levels
of the school district--first, by Creating a climate that causes
leadership to arise and secon0, by recruiting and training adminfst;
trators who 'can foster that climate.

44) Everyday practice should permit individual schools and individual
groups o teachers within each scbool to be different from other
schools n the district.

(5) Everyday practice should onen the schools to .creative participation
by as many community resources as possible.

(6) Everyday practice should make personnel in the central office serve
as staff for principals and teachers.

(7) Everyday practice should place top priority on the quality of
service to individual students (no matter what their r3 ce, ethnic
origins, or financial status).

4

Although the point cannot be fully developed in this speech, it seems very important to
emphasize the role f the principal. Common practice in the principalship does not
provide the leade shin that is needed, but the evidence of twenty-years of innovation
and change in public schools makes it inescapable that the school prindpal is in the
key position for im ovina practice in America's schools. The normal ways of selecting
and appointing print als not only do not assure the leadership or the improvement
we need, but they us v undermine it. Relvinn -on that evidence, we can draw one
message of importance to school superintendents :,

NO OTHER FUNCTION GIVES THE'SUPERINTENDENT SO,MUCH POWER TO EFFECT IMPROVEMENTS IN
SCHOOL DISTRICTS AS THE POVER TO APPOINT AND ASSIGN SCHOU PRINCIPALS. It is unwise
to miss the chance by letting it happen the wayit always has.

. 4
. Before we close this discussfon, I want to touch upon four issues that itally affect

'instruction in multi = racial and multi-ethnic school districts. The four re:
integration, isolation, time, and collective bargaining. I shall touch each only
brieflyi but I hope with enough insi t to lead to greater depth in our questions
an answers.

Integration. It was said to a Congressional
and ,over again:

ittee, but it bears repeating over

The basic weakness of Title I is that it encourages .

(though it does hot require) that something special
be done educationally for disadvantaged childreb

`--->a
part from advantaged children. The'principal re-

source public schoals can provide for disadvantaged

childrenis close eduqtional contact with advantaged
children.

12
-more-
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Children in any school learn more from the other children in the school than, from
all other school resources combined., For an,eduC for to force children into schools
where ..therFiniot a full-ranne`of experience to, e shared among the students is, not only
denying students their most educational experience , but jt is as educationally unsound
and as professionallvLunethical as though doctor were to' withhold best medical
practice simply because his patient-couldn't affor it.

I would he negligent if I ianored what all of my personal and professional experience
tells me: That minority and dominant-culture-students must be educated together
if we are-to capitalise unon what each-.has to give the nation. Segreaation is the most
powerful curriculum for teaching all citizens that minority children are inferior,
Desegregation is in itself a powerful positiveNcurriculum.for improving life exper-
ience for both minority dominant-culture thilcren,

When desegregation is accompanied by conscious efforts to teach inteoration, it is,
extremely productive not only for improvedlife-dxerience but for traditional aca-demic learning. Park of thoSe conscious efforts to inteorate, of course, is a strong
pervasive,staff developlent effort,stich as we have outlined above:

Isolation. If we truly want to educate teachers Or administrators) to educate
minority students, we must not confine our inservice efforts to teaching inner -city
teachers to relate better withstheir students and ,to do a better job of instructingthem. we must also educate: every teacher who teaches only children of the predominant
culture to recoanize that_the "problems of tkeininoritiff". are problems that they help to
create. They must learn how their teachinn affects' minorities as they pass along
their prejudides or do nothing to counteract pervasive societal prejudices among
their students who will become the next veneration of lawyers, legislators, school
superintendents, real estate 'agents, and employers.

Consequently, our 02W-ethnic staff development efforts cannot lit isolated and focusedonly upon staff members who are in daily contact with minority children, although the
techniques for staff development probably will differ for staff members who never
see minority children.

Time. NearlyeVery audience I talk to asks, "Where will we get the time to do staff
development." If we can agree that staff develonment is not an extra but vital part
of whiiOttachers do, then we can find more tine. We can trade. off baby- sitting tine
to get more inservice time. Parents can understand tqat time sptnt with children is
not well -spent until we have learned more about what we are &Ana with them.. It will
be more difficult to net teachers and administrators to see the same-point. They
believe that they are functioning only when they are with children.

There is a areat deal of time that we mis-spend in schools. If we chance our priorities
toward staff develonment, we can find time, and much of that timeiill be considered good
use of the normal school day. District-wide "orientation "sessions are an educational
waste. faculty meetings are devoted to routine matters.' Larne-group instrdction,-.
paraprofessionals and volunteers can,-be used in many ways that free other staff members. -

'-,-The,guklity of instruction is in no way related to the time spent in instruction.
Acting upon that fact, we ought to he less' concerned about how much time is spent in theclassroom and much more concerned about finding ways to improve the Quality of the timewe do,spend. camre-allocate time from classroom coverage to staff development and
still do as well- -end probably better--in helping students learn.

-more-
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Collective Barnaininn. School principals, particularly the less imaginative ones,
tell me that negotiated contracts are preventing them from exercising leadership.
They feel that staff development is harmed by contract provisions that limit the numbers
and length of meetings they can call. Even though we have to grant that some contract
provisions can harm an educational program, there is little truth to what those principals
say. Before there was a negotiated contract, those principals were blaming something
else for their inability to help their staffs improve their programs. The fact is that
the contracts have deprived administrators of nothing but the right to act arbi-
trarily.

. Furthermore; the contracts are decisions in,which teachers' oroanizations have
participated; therefore, they share equal responsibility for making them work. The
negotiations process can be a way of involving teachers in activities that they
historically have felt no obligation to perform. It should be clear from the dis-
cussion above that it is highly desirable to have teachers heavily involved in
decisions affecting their instructional practices and,their own inservice,develonment.
For that reason it is highly desirable that the teachers' association or union should be
responsible for operating much of the staff develooment program.

1/4
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